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Abstract 
In this paper, we discuss a text categorization method based on k-means clustering feature selection. K-means is classical 
algorithm for data clustering in text mining, but it is seldom used for feature selection. For text data, the words that can 
express correct semantic in a class are usually good features. We use k-means method to capture several cluster centroids 
for each class, and then choose the high frequency words in centroids as the text features for categorization. The words 
extracted by k-means not only can represent each class clustering well, but also own high quality for semantic expression. 
On three normal text databases, classifiers based on our feature selection method exhibit better performances than original 
classifiers for text categorization. 
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1. Introduction 
In text analysis, a document is a feature vector of word-weights1 The dimensionality of feature vector is 
often very large, but actually, the useful features in a class corpus are often limited into a small subset. Feature 
selection is an effective way to reduce the dimensionality and find important words for text expression. 
Statistical feature selection methods usually adopt feature search and feature evaluation strategies to remove the 
redundant or unimportant features2. Feature search method attempts to find an optimal subset of features that 
will provide greater class decision, such as SBS (sequential backward selection) and SFS(sequential forward 
selection)3.  However, feature search method may be not the best approach when there are interacting features 
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in the dataset. Feature evaluation method usually considers an estimation computing for each feature or a 
feature set, and then selects the most important features. But it is difficult to choose an effective criterion for 
feature evaluation in clustering4. In past few years, many evaluation methods to choose observed words with 
good statistical properties used in feature selection, such as DF (Document Frequency), DIA, Chi-square, IG 
(Information Gain), RS (relevancy score), OR (Odds Ratio), GSS coefficient, etc5. For classification problem, 
the features with good class-representation are much significant, but current feature evaluation methods usually 
ignore it. In this paper, we will utilize k-means clustering method to collect the features related to the 
corresponding class, which avoid direct feature search and feature evaluation for each features. The cluster 
centroids from each class can express text category characters, and in which the corresponding items with high 
weights are very relevant to the class, thus we choose such features as text representation. In this paper, we 
discuss two metrics, cosine distance and Euclidean distance in k-means process for features collections, and 
then separately conduct three classifiers, k-NN, NC and SVM based on the chosen features for text 
categorization. 
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we introduce k-means with cosine distance 
and Euclidean distance, and then give our feature selection method. In section 3, we present some comparative 
experimental results on several text corpuses. At last, the conclusion and acknowledgement are given in the 
end. 
2. k-means Feature Selection 
2.1. K-means 
K-means is one of the simplest clustering algorithms to group data, which aims to partition the samples into 
k sets with minimizing cluster error. In k-means there are three main steps, first selecting k initial cluster 
centroids, second assigning each sample to the nearest centroid, and final updating the centroids by the means 
for each cluster. We briefly give the process of k-means:  
(1) Initial cluster centroids ),...,( 21 kmmm are randomly selected from given samples ),...,( 21 nxxx . 
(2) The similarities between each sample and all centroids are computed, and then each sample is assigned 
to the nearest centroid. 
(3) The means of samples in each cluster are calculated as the new cluster centriods.  
The step (2) and (3) are repeated until the final stable clustering results are obtained.  
For text data, the similarity between a sample and a centroid in k-means usually adopts Euclidean distance 
and Cosine distance. In the following, we give the two distances. 
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),...,( 21 nxxx are samples, and ),...,( 21 kmmm are the clustering centroids. The distance between sample and 
centroid adopted in k-means directly affects the clustering results, and the final centroids will have the minimal 
means of distances. 
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2.2. Feature selection 
In this paper, we present to use k-means method to collect features from cluster centroids of each class. We 
choose the features with larger weight values in each centroid, and then take all the selected features for text 
categorization. The process of our feature selection is shown in Fig.1. 
 
Fig. 1. Process of text feature selection 
In the following, we give the steps of our feature selection algorithm. 
z Step1: We capture k centroids for each class. The distance between sample and centroid in k-means 
uses Euclidean distance and cosine distance. 
z Step2: For each centroid, we rank its features according to descend order of weight values, and select 
the largest v features.  
z Step3: At last, for all the selected features, we remove the repeated ones, and get the final feature set 
for text expression. 
3. Experiments 
In this paper, based on k-means feature selection we will discuss three classifiers, nearest centroid(NC) 
method, k nearest neighbor(k-NN) method and SVM method for text categorization. The experiments are 
conducted on four text corpus, DBWorld6. Transcripts (Subset of Reuters Transcribed)7, WebKB(World Wide 
Knowledge Base)8. Farm-ads9. We split each corpus into two parts as training and test set. The class amount, 
dimensionality, and data scale are given in Table 1. 
Table 1. Experimental Dataset 
Datasets Class Dimension Train-N Train-N 
DBWorld 4 4703 128 128 
Transcripts 10 6327 100 100 
WebKB 4 7287 2084 2084 
Farm-ads 2 54877 2071 2072 
 
On training set, we conduct our algorithm to select features for text expression, and then represent all the 
samples by the selected features. After the feature selection, we run three classifiers, NC, k-NN and SVM. We 
compared the methods based on the selected features with original classifiers. The normal accuracies of text 
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categorization, macro-F score and micro-F score, and the running time of classification are tested. In Table 2, 
we give the comparison results. 
Table 2. Experimental Results on DBWorld dataset 
Methods Macro-F (%) Micro-F (%) Time (s) 
NC 83.73 84.38 0.658 
Euclidean KMF + NC 87.41 87.50 0.016 
Cosine KMF+ NC 86.47 86.72 0.031 
k-NN(k=5) 43.38 54.69 8.467 
Euclidean KMF + kNN 67.49 68.75 0.719 
Cosine KMF + kNN 83.24 83.59 0.828 
SVM 80.25 81.25 9.565 
Euclidean KMF + SVM 88.90 89.06 2.000 
Cosine KMF +  SVM 91.27 91.41 1.797 
 
Table 3. Experimental Results on Transcripts dataset 
Methods Macro-F (%) Micro-F (%) Time (s) 
NC 44.65 46.00 0.978 
Euclidean KMF + NC 47.30 48.00 0.203 
Cosine KMF+ NC 48.49 49.00 0.406 
k-NN(k=5) 25.50 30.00 6.806 
Euclidean KMF + kNN 38.48 39.00 0.938 
Cosine KMF + kNN 41.16 43.00 1.391 
SVM 60.57 61.00 8.710 
Euclidean KMF + SVM 64.92 65.00 3.828 
Cosine KMF +  SVM 62.38 62.00 4.047 
 
Table 4. Experimental Results on WebKB dataset 
Methods Macro-F (%) Micro-F (%) Time (s) 
NC 70.04 70.54 13.987 
Euclidean KMF + NC 70.38 70.68 1.641 
Cosine KMF+ NC 70.31 70.63 2.047 
k-NN(k=5) 56.37 64.97 1491.091 
Euclidean KMF + kNN 69.32 73.85 347.656 
Cosine KMF + kNN 67.84 73.13 586.375 
SVM 89.07 89.83 1161.272 
Euclidean KMF + SVM 87.32 88.20 459.016 
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Table 5. Experimental Results on Farm-ads dataset 
Methods Macro-F (%) Micro-F (%) Time (s) 
NC 66.38 67.86 80.503 
Euclidean KMF + NC 61.75 62.93 0.313 
Cosine KMF+ NC 70.26 70.80 1.313 
k-NN(k=5) 81.55 82.24 3695.793 
Euclidean KMF + kNN 83.35 83.49 469.766 
Cosine KMF + kNN 84.54 84.75 552.703 
SVM 89.56 89.67 3101.951 
Euclidean KMF + SVM 85.67 85.76 661.031 
Cosine KMF +  SVM 86.45 86.53 640.484 
 
From the results of Table 2 to 5, methods NC and k-NN based on KMF feature selection, all can obviously 
outperform original NC and k-NN methods, and comparable to SVM in accuracy comparisons. In running time, 
as dimensionality of data is reduced greatly by KMF, thus the methods by k-means feature are all faster than 
corresponding original methods.  
For text categorization methods based on the k-means feature selection we also discuss the accuracy (Micro-
F) with different number of cluster centroids for each class, and with different number of features selected in 
each centroid. We give the results of two datasets, DBworld dataset and Farm-ads dataset, in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.  
On DBworld dataset (see Fig. 2.), the left of figure (a)(b)(c) show the results with different number of 
cluster centroids (k=1,2,…,5), and fixed feature number, v=50, and the right of figures show the results with 
fixed number of cluster centroids (k=3), and various feature number (v=10,20,…,100). 
 
     Fig. 2  (a)  KMF+NC on DBworld dataset 
 
Fig. 2 (b)  KMF+kNN on DBworld dataset 
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Fig. 2 (c)  KMF+SVM on DBworld dataset 
Fig. 2. Experimental results of text categorization with KMF on DBworld dataset 
On  Farm-ads dataset  (see Fig. 3.), the left of figure (a)(b)(c) show the results with different number of 
cluster centroids (k=1,2,…,5), and fixed feature number v=50, and the right of figures show the results with 
fixed number of cluster centroids (k=4), and various feature number (v=10,20,…,100). 
 
 
      Fig. 3 (a)  KMF+NC on Farm-ads dataset 
 
 Fig. 3 (b)  KMF+kNN on Farm-ads dataset 
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Fig. 3 (c)  KMF+SVM on Farm-ads dataset 
Fig. 3. Experimental results of text categorization with KMF on Farm-ads dataset 
From the results of Fig.2 and 3, we can see that for different datasets, the best choices of centroid number 
and feature number are different. On DBworld dataset, when the centroid number is 3 and correspondingly the 
number of chosen feature in each centroid is 20, most of classifiers can reach better results. On Farm-ads 
dataset, when the centroid number is 4 and the number of chosen feature in each centroid is 50, classifiers 
basically can reach better results.  
Comparing accuracies of three classifiers, SVM is the best one and NC performs better than k-NN on our 
experiments. For the two similarity distances in k-means, the Cosine distance is more suitable to the text data 
than Euclidean distance. In all the results in this paper, the methods with Cosine KMF all outperform Euclidean 
KMF.  
4. Conclusions 
In this paper, we use k-means clustering method to collect and choose features for text categorization. As the 
words in clustering centroids of each class can represent class well, thus we choose the features with larger 
word-frequency for text categorization. Experiments on several text corpus show that the capacities of text 
classifiers will be enhanced by k-means feature selection.  
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